This paper presents a deflation technique to improve the convergence of finite element (FE) analyses with infinite elements. In FE analyses of electromagnetic fields, large air regions must be discretized into FE meshes. This leads to increases in computational time. The infinite element in which electromagnetic fields in air region are accurately expressed has been introduced in order to solve this problem. However, when using the infinite element, convergence of iterative liner solvers deteriorates because the condition number of FE matrices becomes large. In this paper, a deflation technique to improve convergence of iterative solvers is introduced. Numerical examples show that the proposed technique can improve convergence characteristics in a magnetostatic analysis with finite and infinite elements.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N numerical analysis of electromagnetic fields, the finite element (FE) method has widely been used. Because electromagnetic fields treated in these analyses usually spread over infinite air space, the air region must be discretized into a lot of FE meshes. This leads to increases in computational time and cost of mesh generation. One of the solutions of this problem is introduction of the infinite elements (IEs) [1] .
The IE is an element that consists of two types of edges: edges on the surface on FEs and edges infinitely spread in a radial manner, (see Fig. 1 ). The former edges are associated with FE edges so as to fit the IEs to the surface of FE. One of the advantages in use of IEs is that it can accurately express electromagnetic fields which spread infinity in air region. Hence we can reduce the number of FE meshes in air region by introducing IEs. However, there is a disadvantage in use of IEs that the condition number of FE matrices becomes large. This results in poor convergence of iterative linear solvers such as the incomplete Cholesky preconditioned conjugate gradient (ICCG) method and increases in computational times. For this reason, improvement in convergence of ICCG in FE analyses with IEs has been required so far.
One of the techniques to improve the convergence of ICCG is orthogonalization of basis functions for the IEs [2] , [8] . In this paper, we introduce another approach to improve conditioning of FE matrices using the eigenvalue deflation technique [3] , [4] . The deflation technique replaces small eigenvalues of the system matrices with zeros. Therefore, the condition number of the system matrix can be improved. The deflation techniques have been applied to magnetostatic problems with flat finite elements to improve conditioning of FE matrices [3] - [5] . Moreover the deflation technique can be formulated in a different manner by introducing augmented matrices [3] . In this work, the deflation technique is applied to the Gramian matrices relevant to IEs to improve conditioning of global FE matrices. Because the Gram matrices are small and invariant over all the IEs, computational burden of the eigenvectors of the Gram is negligible. It will be shown that the present method drastically improves the number of iterations and computational times of ICCG applied to FE analysis of a magnetostatic problem.
II. INFINITE ELEMENT
Let us consider the IE proposed in [1] . The IE method is based on the multipole expansion of potentials. The IEs are connected to usual FE on the interface between finite and infinite regions. In addition, the FE matrix relevant to the IEs is shown to be sparse and symmetric. Thus, the FE matrix constructed from usual FE and IEs can be solved by the ICCG method. where denotes a reference point in the finite region, is a two-dimensional shape the rectangular FE. The explicit form of is summarized in Table I . The covariant component and the contravariant component relevant to the local coordinate system are given by
where denotes the Jacobian. In the IEs, the magnetic vector potential is interpolated in the form (4) where is the order of the series expansion, and is the th order shape function of IEs defined by (5) (6) In (5) and (6), the functions are usually chosen as , The explicit form of , and are summarized in Table II. The rotation is given by
where vectors , and are defined as follows:
The local IEs matrix which is obtained from discretization of the Maxwell equation of magnetostatic fields in an air region, rot , is expressed as follows: (12) where is a 3 3 metric tensor. The explicit form of in (12) 17) The condition numbers of the Gramian matrices, whose structures are like the Hilbert matrix, are significantly large. This is the reason why introduction of IEs results in poor conditioning of FE matrices. In the next section, we introduce a deflation technique to improve the conditioning of the Gramian matrices as well as the global FE matrix.
III. DEFLATION TECHNIQUE
We will give a brief introduction of the deflation method and then apply it to the Gramian matrix. Let us consider a system of linear equations (18) where is an symmetric semipositive definate matrix, the vector is assumed to be in the range of . The eigenvalues (21), we can obtain the modified system of equations with an augmented matrix as follows [6] , [7] :
It is shown that the eigenvalues of the diagonally scaled augmented matrix in (22) are zeros, [3] . Hence, the conditioning of the augmented matrix in (22) is much better than that of . The augmented matrix in (26) corresponds to that in (23). The preconditioned matrix is expected to have better conditioning in comparison with . Because the ill conditioning of the global FE matrix constructed with the IE method is originated from the large condition number of , the present method would improve the conditioning of the global FE matrix. The structure of the deflated global FE matrix is shown Fig. 2 , where the is a usual FE matrix, the is the matrix relevant to IEs and the is the deflated infinite matrix. The components corresponding to the IEs in the right hand vector are usually zero, because the region in IE is air region. Hence, no special treatments are required for .
IV. NUMERICAL RESULT
We apply the present method to a simple magnetostatic field problem to verify its effectiveness. Fig. 3 shows a three dimensional model which consists of a coil and air region. The numbers of FEs and IEs are 21660 and 28808, respectively and the order of IE is set to 4 in this analysis. the condition number is computed after the matrix is preconditioned with the diagonal scaling. We can see that the condition number rapidly decreases as the order of deflation increases.
The convergence histories of ICCG applied to the FE equation with the conventional and the deflated FE matrices are shown in Fig. 4 . This result indicates that the convergence ICCG is significantly improved by using the present method, and the improvement becomes more evident when the order of deflation increases.
The convergence characteristics can be changed when using the eigenvectors of other Gramian matrix in (17). To test this, we also employ the matrix constructed from for the present method. Table IV summarizes the iteration counts and CPU times when we use and for deflation. It is found that the convergence with is better than that with . Furthermore, it can be seen that the combination of and has the best performance. In the view of CPU time, reduction in the number of iterations does not always bring the good performance, because the number of unknowns increases when using the present method. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced a definition technique for infinite elements to improve the matrix conditioning. The deflation technique is applied to the Gramian matrix relevant to the infinite elements. The present method is applied to a magnetostatic analysis using the finite and infinite elements. It is shown that the condition number of Gramian matrix becomes small by the deflation. Numerical examples show that the convergence of ICCG applied to FE analysis based on the infinite elements is improved significantly using the present method.
